
Two-Variable Equations Name:

Choose the best answer

The cost to install new flooring uses the following
equation: . The variable  stands for the total cost
in dollars, while  stands for the total area you want to
lay flooring on (in square feet). Calculate how much it
will cost to put new flooring on 2 square feet of floor.

Show your work

Choose the best answer

 is an equation that shows how fast (meters per second)
something is going  based on how far it travels over a certain amount
of time . Scientists are using this equation in an experiment where the

distance is always the same as they are testing how long it takes
different remote control cars to go the same distance. How fast is a car

going if it takes 5 seconds?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

The following equation helps Joshua calculate
how many bales of hay  he needs to order to

feed his herd of cattle . If he has 3 cattle in
his herd this year, how many bales of hay does

he need to order?

Show your work
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c=4a c

a

10 6

8 5

v=2t

v

t

7 10

13 9

b

b=7c

21 20

28 27

#1

#2

#3



Two-Variable Equations Name:

Choose the best answer

Brayden writes equations to figure out how long it will take
him to do things on a day-to-day basis.  is the

equation he uses for grocery shopping. Variable  is how many
items he needs to buy, and  is the number of minutes it will
take to do the shopping. If Brayden has 3 items to get from
the store, how long does the equation estimate it will take?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Grace writes equations to figure out how long it will take her
to do things on a day-to-day basis.  is the equation

she uses for grocery shopping. Variable  is how many items
she needs to buy, and  is the number of minutes it will take

to do the shopping. If Grace has 5 items to get from the store,
how long does the equation estimate it will take?

Show your work

Choose the best answer
 is an equation that tells Jacob how many

paper boats he can fold in a set amount of time. The
variable  is the minutes he has to fold, and  is how

many boats he will fold. If he has  minutes, how many
boats can he fold? If he has 5 minutes, how many

boats can he fold?

Show your work
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t=7i+4

i

t

17 19

24 25

t=7i+6

i

t

51 41

44 28

b=5t+4

t b

5

37 24

29 27

#4

#5

#6



Two-Variable Equations Name:

Choose the best answer

The equation  is used by Anthony to calculate how
many days until the grass needs to be cut again. The variable 

 is how much rain received since the last time the grass was
cut, and  is how many days until it needs to be cut. If it has
rained 7 millimeters since the last cut, how many days are

there until it needs to be cut again?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Ella likes to write fun equations to help her calculate
daily tasks. Her most recent one is , which

calculates how long in minutes , it will take to do the
dishes if there are  dishes. Tonight there are 6 dishes,

how long will it take to do them?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

 is an equation that shows how fast (meters per second)
something is going  based on how far it travels over a certain amount
of time . Scientists are using this equation in an experiment where the

distance is always the same as they are testing how long it takes
different remote control cars to go the same distance. How fast is a car

going if it takes 9 seconds?

Show your work
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d=2r+4

r

d

15 18

12 22

t=10d

t

d

65 68

48 60

v=3t

v

t

36 26

27 24

#7

#8

#9



Two-Variable Equations Name:

Choose the best answer
The cost to install new flooring uses the following

equation: . The variable  stands for the total
cost in dollars, while  stands for the total area you

want to lay flooring on (in square feet). Calculate how
much it will cost to put new flooring on 9 square feet

of floor.

Show your work

Choose the best answer
The equation  is what Principal Evan uses to
estimate how many kids will be calling in sick that day
to school. The variable d is the day of the year, and k is

the number of kids calling in sick. If it is day 5 of the
year, how many kids would Principal Evan expect to

call in sick?

Show your work

Choose the best answer
This equation shows how the number of cookies Josie

can bake is related to the amount of flour she has: 
. The variable  represents the number of

scoops of flour Josie has, and the variable  represents
the number of cookies she can bake. With 6 scoops of

flour, how many cookies can Christopher bake?

Show your work
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c=10a c

a

90 86

87 74

k=10d+9

41 59

70 46

c=6f+4 f

c

40 34

43 37

#10

#11

#12



Two-Variable Equations Answer Key

Question Answer

#1 8

#2 10

#3 21

#4 25

#5 41

#6 29

#7 18

#8 60

#9 27

#10 90

#11 59

#12 40
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